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1. INTRODUCTION 
In his classic paper [ 11, Zadeh introduced the notion of a fuzzy set. Subse- 
quently, Goguen (21 extended this to the more general notion of an L-fuzzy 
set. Thereafter the completely distributive lattice [3] became a suitable 
framework to expound the theory of the L-fuzzy set. Meanwhile, much 
research has been carried out in the area of fuzzy topology(cf. [6-91). Some 
recent articles [4, 51 have considered the uniformities and metrizations on 
fuzzy sets and obtained rather profound results. In these articles, the impor- 
tance of the investigation of the intersection operation on union-preserving 
mappings in completely distributive lattices became apparent. Especially, 
Hutton’s formula on the intersection operation [4; Lemma 31 is useful. In 
this paper, by counterexample, we shall show that this formula does not hold 
for all completely distributive lattices, except the lattice (0, I}. Moreover, 
under an additional assumption, a proof of this formula is given. We shall 
also show some properties about the intersection operation which will be 
needed in our latter work on fuzzy uniformity and fuzzy metrization. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper (L, >, V, A) will be a completely distributive lattice 
which has the least and greatest elements, say 0 and 1, respectively; I will be 
an index set (may be infinite). 
DEFINITION 1. Mapping f: L + L will be called order-preserving iff 
a > p implies f(a) >f@) f or a, p E L. Mapping f: L + L will be called 
union-preserving iff f(V, ui) = V,(f(ai)) for a, E L (i E I). 
Clearly, union-preserving mappings are order-preserving. 
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DEFINITION 2. Let a E L. A set B c L is called the minimal set relative 
to a iff (1) sup B = a, and (2) for every set A c L satisfying sup A = cz and 
for every /? E B, there exists y E A such that p Q y. 
LEMMA 1 [4]. For every a E L there exists a minimal set relative to a. 
LEMMA 2. Let f: L + L be an order-preserving mapping. Suppose 
f*: L -+ L is defined by 
Then 
f*(a)= A [i/f(y)]- aEL 
sup r=a Ycr 
(1) f*(a) = V,,,f(~)~ h w ere B is minimal set relative to a. 
(2) f *: L + L is a union-preserving mapping. 
(3) f* <A i.e., for every a E L, f*(a) < f(a). 
(4) f* is the greatest g: L -+ L which takes values less than or equal 
to f and is union-preserving. 
Proof. (1) Suppose sup r = a. By Lemma 1, 
v f(P)< v f(r)* 
L3EB YET 
Hence 
f*(a) = OyB fCa). 
(2) Suppose y < a (a, y E L). For the minimal set B relative to /I, we 
have 
f*(a)= V fCo)> V f(rAP)>f*(r)- 
BEE 4EB 
Hence for a = ViEI ai(ai E L), the inequality 
f*(a) > V f*(ai) 
ii51 
holds. 
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The reverse inequality is also true. In fact, let Bi be the minimal set 
relative to a, for every i E 1. By 
V V Pi= V ai=& 
iEI BiERi iel 
V f*Cai) = V V fGoi) >f*(a). 
iEI icl 4iEBi 
Conditions (3) and (4) are trivially satisfied. 
Remark. The proof of this lemma is based on one given by Hutton [4], 
where more conditions are assumed to obtain a suitable form for that paper. 
DEFINITION 3. Let f, , fi: L -+ L be union-preserving mappings. Define 
f, nfi: L -+ L by 





f, A fi is called the intersection off, and fi. 
Since fi n fi is obviously order-preserving, (f, f7 f2)* is well-defined. By 
Lemma 2, mapping f, A fi is still union-preserving. 
3. A FORMULA ON INTERSECTION 
Hutton [4, Lemma 31 has given the following formula on intersection: 
(f, A f&a> = A If,@,) V f&41. 
a,Va2==a 
This formula is rather important and is applied to many cases. But we shall 
give an example to show that the formula does not hold for all completely 
distributive lattices except the lattice {O, 1). 
COUNTEREXAMPLE. Let L be a completely distributive lattice and 
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contain an element (denoted by b) different to 0 and 1. Define f,, fi: L + L 
by 
f,(a)= 1 a E L, 
fita) = a aEL. 
Clearly, f, and fi are union-preserving mappings and satisfy all conditions 
of [4, Lemma 31. But after simple calculation we have 
fiAfi=(finf2)*=fi and A f,Ca,) vf&4 = 1; 
a,Vrr2=b 
i.e., for a = b the formula does not hold. 
The following statement is similar to that of Hutton’s, where a natural 
assumption is added to. 
THEOREM. Let L be completely distributive lattice. Let f,, fi: L -+ L be 
union-preserving mappings satisfying f,(O) = f*(O).Then for ever}’ a E L, 
(f, ~fd@) = A If&J VfXadl. 
a,Vn?=a 
Proof: Write simply h(a) = A\n,Va2=n [f,(a,) V fi(az)]. For every a E L, 
(f, AfAW = A [f,(r) Afh)l 
supi-=a 
G A [(fib,) AfAa,)) V df,W AfkGl a,Vu:=a 
< A If,@J Vfk41 = h(a). a,va>=a 
Conversely, by Lemma 2, it is sufftcient to show that 
h < f, nfk 
and 
h: L + L is union-preserving. 
(1) We say that h <f, n fi. In fact, 
h(a) = A [f&4 VfhJl 
a,Vn*=a 
Q [f,(a) V fAO)l A [fdo) vfiWl 
= if,@> Af,P)l V [f,(a) AfAa)l 
” Ifi Af,Wl ” [fAO> f’ fita)!. 
(1) 
(2) 
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Note that f,(O) =fi(0) <J(a) for every a E L and i= 1, 2. We have 
(2) To prove that h is union-preserving. Suppose cz’ E L (i E I) and 
‘iol ai = a. We first introduce some notations as follows. 
Let 
ri= {(a;,af)=af Vai=a,af,a:EL} 
for every i E I. Fdenotes the direct product of fi (i E I). Certainly F can also 
be defined as set of mappings (q~} satisfying (o(i) E ri for every i E I. 
Suppose p(i) = (q(i),, q(i)*), where q(i), V q(i)* = ai. Then for very rp E F, 
there exists a pair (cp, ~7~)~ where 
Let 
Coj = V VCi)j (j= 1,2). 
ieI 
.w’ = {(v,, PA: CD E Ft; 
.A= ((a,,a,):a, Va,=at. 
It can directly be verified that <d = 9. 
Furthermore, by completely distributive law 




= A ‘\i Lt-i(ul(M Vf2MiMl 
F=[m] iel 
= A V&J vf2cP2)l 
F=lwl 
= A Lfl@J VJ2h)l 
= i V&d YMa2)l 3 
= h(a). 
COROLLARY. Let f, g, k: L + L be union-preserving mapping. Then for 
every a E L, 
((f A g) A k)(a) = (f A (g A k))(a) 
= a,va~m,~~fk-d V &A V kh); 
i.e., the associative law for the intersection operations holds. 
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4. SOME PROPERTIES FOR INTERSECTION OPERATIONS 
The following two propositions are needed in theory of fuzzy uniformities 
and fuzzy metrization. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let f, g,f,, g,: L + L be union-preserving mappings. 
Then about the composition of mappings, we have 
(fA g) a (f, * g,) G (f o f,) A (g o &?I). 
Proof ClearlyfAg<fandf,Ag,<f,. Hence (fAg)o(f,Ag,)< 
fof,. Similarly, (f* g) 0 (f, A g,)< g 0 g,. Thus (fA g)o cf, A s,>G 
(f 0 f,) n (g 0 g,). Note that (f A g) 0 V; A g,) is a union-preserving 
mapping, the proposition directly follows by Lemma 2. 
Remark. In Proposition 1, the equality does not hold in general. For 
example, let L be [O. 11. the real unit interval. Define 
f(a) = g,(a) = min( 1, a + $} QaEL, 
and 
g(a)=f,(a)= min{ 1,a +f} Va E L. 
It is easily to show that these mappings are union-preserving and that 
(f A g)(a) = (f, A g,)(a) = mini 1, a + i I VUEL, 
and 
(fof,)(a)=(gog,)(a)=min(l,a+~} Va E L. 
Hence the equality in the Proposition 1 does not hold. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let L, and L, be completely distributive lattices. Let the 
correspondences G: L, + L, and H: L, -+ L, be union-preserving. Then for 
every union-preserving mapping g in L, define l2( g): L, --t L, by 
We have 
Q(g)(a) = Wg(W))), QaEL,. 
(I) Q(g) is union-preserving in L,; 
and 
(2) Q(g, A g*) G W&z,) A Q(g) f or union-preserving mappings (in 
L2) gl and g2. 
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Prooj (1) This follows immediately by G, g and H being union- 
preserving. 
(2) By G, g and H being order-preserving, it directly follows that R is 
order-preserving; i.e., h < k implies R(h) < Q(k) for union-preserving 
mappings h and k (in LJ. New g, A g, < gj (j = 1,2) implies 
wg, A g*) < Jag,) f-l Wg,). 
By Lemma 2 and R( g, A gJ being union-preserving mapping in L,, we 
obtain that 
Remark. A Chinese summary containing the main results of the present 
note will appear in Nature Journal (Ziran Zazhi). 
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